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CORRESPONDENCE FOLLOWING THE COMMITTEE MEETING

Committee ENVIRONMENTAL SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

Date and Time 
of Meeting

TUESDAY, 5 DECEMBER 2017, 4.30 PM

Please find below correspondence send by the Committee Chair following the meeting, 
together with any responses received.

For any further details, please contact scrutinyviewpoints@cardiff.gov.uk
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Ref: RDB/RP/TE/05.12.2017 
 
7 December 2017 
 
Mr Tim England, 
Natural Resources Wales, 
Rivers House, 
St Mellons Business Park, 
Fortran Road, 
St Mellons, 
Cardiff, 
CF3 0EY. 
 
 
Dear Tim, 
 
 
Environmental Scrutiny Committee – 5 December 2017 
 
On behalf of the Committee I would like to thank you and other officers from 
Natural Resources Wales for attending the Environmental Scrutiny Committee 
meeting on Tuesday 5th December to discuss the delivery and implementation 
of the Roath Flood Scheme.  I hope that you found the opportunity to discuss 
the merits of the scheme in a public forum a worthwhile exercise. 
It is important to note the extent of the remit of the Committee; it does not 
have the ability to force changes to the proposed scheme. Similarly, the 
Committee wished to provide all parties with the opportunity to present their 
views, but does not explicitly endorse either the scheme proposed by Natural 
Resources Wales or any alternatives presented. 
As previously explained the Committee discussed the Roath Flood Scheme 
during the way forward section of the meeting and collectively agreed the 
following comments: 
 The Committee note the range of consultation activities delivered by 

Natural Resources Wales during the development of the scheme and 
thank Gavin Jones for providing the Natural Resources Wales document 
titled ‘Roath Flood Scheme – Key public consultation events,’ which 
detailed the extent of this consultation. The document was dated 27th 
February 2017. 
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 It was explained during the item that the works to Roath Brook would 
actually reduce the overall dry land surface area of the parks within the 
scope of the scheme.  Natural Resources Wales acknowledged that this 
was the case, however, were unable to accurately quantify the exact area 
that would be lost.  I would be grateful if you could provide confirmation of 
the overall dry land surface area that will be lost as a result of this scheme 
at this location once it is available. 

  During the meeting Dr Johansson referenced a number of potential 
alternatives for helping to manage flood risk issues along Roath Brook.   
The Committee would like assurance that these alternatives have been 
considered and evaluated as a part of the development of the scheme.  

  The Committee note that the overall proposal involves the removal of 140 
trees and that these will be replaced by 122 new trees.  The process for 
deciding which types of trees to use has been supported by an arboreal 
study that has been funded by the scheme.  The removed trees will be 
replaced with appropriate specimens; some of these will be mature and 
approximately four or five metres in height.  The overall loss of mature 
trees will be 18 in total. The Committee notes that there will be an 
additional 200 saplings planted by Natural Resources Wales. 

  It was stated during the meeting that approximately eight of the trees were 
removed on request from the Council, and that these trees would ordinarily 
have been felled as a part of a one to three year programme. Natural 
Resources Wales has accepted the financial cost for removing these 
trees.   

  The Committee note that some of the consultation material used had 
incorrectly stated (between 13th October 2016 to 3rd March 2017) that 
over 400 properties were at risk of flooding in a 1:5 chance event. Natural 
Resources Wales acknowledged this error and have since clarified that the 
material should have stated that 405 properties were at risk of flooding in a 
1:75 chance event.  Natural Resources maintain that all consultation prior 
to the 13th October 2016 used the correct figures. Where a scheme 
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involves complex flood risk calculations, it is imperative that Natural 
Resources Wales is able to articulate this to the public in as accurate and 
accessible a way possible. 

 
I would be grateful if you would note the comments of the Committee on the 
Roath Flood Scheme and provide feedback to this letter where appropriate.   
Should you have any questions or queries about the content of the letter or 
meeting don’t hesitate to contact me.   Once again thank you for taking part in 
the meeting,  
 
Regards,  

 
Councillor Ramesh Patel 
Chairperson Environmental Scrutiny Committee 
 
Cc: 
 
Gavin Jones – Natural Resources Wales 
Paul Isaac – Natural Resources Wales 
Dr Melissa Johansson 
Ed Gilbert  
Sarah Jones 
Lee Fisher 
Carol White 
Sylvia Harris 
David Lee 
Members of Cardiff’s Environmental Scrutiny Committee 
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Ref: RDB/RP/MM/05.12.2017 
 
16 January 2018 
 
Councillor Michael Michael, 
Cabinet Member for Clean Streets, Recycling & Environment, 
County Hall, 
Atlantic Wharf, 
Cardiff CF10 4UW. 
 
 
Dear Councillor Michael, 
 
 
Environmental Scrutiny Committee – 5 December 2017 
 
 
On behalf of the Environmental Scrutiny Committee I would like to thank you 
and the officers for attending the Committee meeting on Tuesday 5 December 
2017.  As you are aware the meeting considered items titled ‘Roles & 
Responsibilities for Flood Risk Management in Cardiff’’ and ‘City Operations 
Directorate and Collaborative Services – Quarter 1 & 2 Performance Reports 
2017/18’. The comments and observations made by Members following these 
items are set out in this letter. 
 
Roles & Responsibilities for Flood Risk Management in Cardiff 
  During the meeting an officer from the City Operations Directorate was 

asked if the Council allocated sufficient funding towards drainage and 
flood management activities. Overall he felt that adequate monies were 
spent in this area, however, there was a need for the Council to recruit a 
new Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) officer to deal with a range of 
new statutory responsibilities placed onto the Council (for example, 
working with developers to ensure that appropriate drainage systems are 
correctly built into new developments). The Committee felt that given the 
statutory nature and importance of the role, funding should be made 
available to proceed with recruitment into the position.   

 During the item I asked how much the Council allocated towards dealing 
with drainage and flood management issues in Cardiff and if this was 
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enough to effectively manage the problem.  The supporting officer was 
unable to confirm exactly how much is spent each year; however, he 
offered to obtain the figures for the last three years.  I would be grateful if 
you could provide the Committee with this information.    

 During the meeting the topic of flood groups was discussed. Flood groups 
have been established by volunteers in many parts of the United Kingdom, 
mainly in the highest flood risk areas. The volunteers support these groups 
with time and ideas to help local communities reduce the overall risk of 
flooding. Support and resources are often provided to these groups by 
organisations like the Environment Agency or Natural Resources Wales.  
Members thought that the groups were an excellent idea.  They bring 
together a very valuable local volunteer resource and are a good tool for 
raising awareness of local flood issues.  Cardiff has a number of areas that 
are subject to potential flooding, but it doesn’t have any local flood groups.  
The Committee, therefore, ask that you liaise with Natural Resources 
Wales to explore the possibility of setting up a flood group(s) in some of 
Cardiff’s highest flood risk areas.  

City Operations Directorate and Collaborative Services – Quarter 1 & 2 
Performance Reports 2017/18 
  The topic of sickness levels in Commercial Services was considered 

during the meeting. Members asked how the sickness rates in our waste 
services compared against other local authorities and were told that the 
rates of our teams were similar or lower than those in other local 
authorities.  It was also stressed that sickness rates in the private sector 
were generally lower as they had stricter sickness absence policies.  
Members acknowledged this and were keen to understand how sickness 
rates in our waste services compared against the other United Kingdom 
core cities.  With this in mind I would be grateful if you could provide the 
Committee with a short benchmarking report that compares the sickness 
rates for Cardiff’s waste services against the other United Kingdom core 
cities.  
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 The Cabinet Member stated that each year Cardiff scheduled 
approximately 24 million waste collections and that from this total 
approximately 18,000 were missed; this equates to approximately 0.075%.  
He also explained that are a wide variety of reasons why collections are 
missed collections, but that the target always to reduce that number to 
zero.  Members were also informed that no overtime was paid for sending 
crews out to collect the missed collections.  With this in mind, I would be 
grateful if you could confirm if the Council incurred any additional costs for 
these missed collections. If additional costs were incurred please provide 
details of the amount and associated activities. 

 
I would be grateful if you would consider the above comments and provide a 
response to the content of this letter. 
 
 
Regards, 

 
Councillor Ramesh Patel 
Chairperson Environmental Scrutiny Committee 
 
Cc: 
 
  Andrew Gregory, Director of City Operations 
 Matthew Wakelam, Operational Manager, Infrastructure & Operations 
 Gary Brown, Operational Manager, Assets, Engineering & Operations 
 Neil Hanratty, Director for Economic Development 
 Tara King, Assistant Director for Commercial & Collaborative Services 
 Jane Cherrington, Operational Manager, Strategy & Enforcement 
 Davina Fiore, Director of Governance & Legal Services 
 Members of Cardiff’s Environmental Scrutiny Committee 
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Ref: RDB/RP/CW/05.12.2017 
 
16 January 2018 
 
Councillor Caro Wild, 
Cabinet Member for Strategic Planning & Transport, 
County Hall, 
Atlantic Wharf, 
Cardiff CF10 4UW. 
 
Dear Councillor Wild, 
 
Environmental Scrutiny Committee – 5 December 2017 
 
On behalf of the Environmental Scrutiny Committee I would like to thank you 
and the officers for attending the Committee meeting on Tuesday 5 December 
2017.  As you are aware the meeting considered an item on ‘City Operations 
Directorate and Collaborative Services – Quarter 1 & 2 Performance Reports 
2017/18’. The comments and observations made by Members following this 
item are set out in this letter. 
  The topic of 20 mile per hour zones was discussed as a part of this item. A 

Member asked for a list of the objectives attached to the implementation of 
Cardiff’s 20 mile per hour zones and for clarification as to if these have 
been be achieved.  I would be grateful if you could provide the Committee 
with an update on the matter and a summary on the Council’s current 
position regarding increasing residential parking areas to 75% across the 
city. 
 

I would be grateful if you would consider the above comments and provide a 
response to the content of this letter. 
 
Regards, 

 
Councillor Ramesh Patel 
Chairperson Environmental Scrutiny Committee 
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Cc: 
  Andrew Gregory, Director of City Operations 
 Paul Carter, Head of Transport 
 Davina Fiore, Director of Governance & Legal Services 
 Members of Cardiff’s Environmental Scrutiny Committee 
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